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Subjects with autism often show language difficulties, but it is unclear how they relate to
neurophysiological anomalies of cortical speech processing. We used combined EEG
and fMRI in 13 subjects with autism and 13 control participants and show that in autism,
gamma and theta cortical activity do not engage synergistically in response to speech.
Theta activity in left auditory cortex fails to track speech modulations, and to down-
regulate gamma oscillations in the group with autism. This deficit predicts the severity
of both verbal impairment and autism symptoms in the affected sample. Finally, we
found that oscillation-based connectivity between auditory and other language cortices
is altered in autism. These results suggest that the verbal disorder in autism could
be associated with an altered balance of slow and fast auditory oscillations, and that
this anomaly could compromise the mapping between sensory input and higher-level
cognitive representations.
Keywords: speech processing, auditory cortex, cortical oscillations, oscillation coupling, autism
Introduction
Expressive and receptive language diﬃculties are frequently observed in autism and have long
been a diagnostic symptom. The reason why children with autism inadequately respond to the
speech of their closest relatives remains unexplained, presumably because (i) the genetic pattern in
autism involves a complex combination of genetic and epigenetic factors (Peñagarikano et al., 2011;
Peñagarikano and Geschwind, 2012; Murdoch and State, 2013; Pu et al., 2013); (ii) there is no con-
sensus about how genetically altered corticogenesis could impact collective neuronal functioning
and cognitive operations; and (iii) the neural mechanisms of speech processing are only partially
understood. According to the DSM5 (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013), subjects with
ASD exhibit “hyper- or hypo-reactivity to sensory input,” which could mean that speech and lan-
guage deﬁcits in autism reﬂect auditory (Edgar et al., 2013; Kujala et al., 2013) rather than (or in
addition to) higher-level linguistic dysfunctions (Stevenson et al., 2014a).
We explored whether subjects with autism exhibit a neurophysiological deﬁcit in speech
processing (Eyler et al., 2012), basing some of our hypotheses on recent advances on the
role of cortical oscillations in speech segmentation and decoding (Ghitza and Greenberg,
2009; Ghitza, 2011; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Gross et al., 2013; Doelling et al., 2014).
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In autism, accelerated neocortical maturation (Courchesne et al.,
2003) co-occurs with laminar disorganization in the temporal
cortex (Jacot-Descombes et al., 2012) where it compromises the
development of auditory and languagemicro- andmacro-circuits
(Eyler et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2013). Because cortical oscilla-
tions arise from laminar-speciﬁc interactions between excitatory
and inhibitory neurons (Rotstein et al., 2005; Ainsworth et al.,
2011;Whittington et al., 2011), the migration anomalies and local
alterations of GABA inhibition observed in autism (Bartos et al.,
2007; Tyzio et al., 2014) could directly interfere with the gener-
ation of important neurophysiological response patterns such as
theta and gamma oscillations, preventing them from playing their
expected parsing and decoding roles in speech processing. During
development, such anomalies could delay language acquisition,
because speech would evoke less reliable neural temporal patterns
(Dinstein et al., 2012), compromising the interfacing between
auditory cortex and the rest of the language network/other cog-
nitive systems (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2007).
The syllabic structure of speech engages auditory cortical
responses in the theta (4–7 Hz) frequency (Luo and Poeppel,
2007; Ghitza and Greenberg, 2009; Ding and Simon, 2013), and
theta modulations typically inﬂuence gamma signals through
nesting, a mechanism whereby the energy in gamma activity is
controlled by the phase of theta activity (Schroeder et al., 2008).
It is assumed that theta/gamma nesting enables speech decoding
by orchestrating neural activity into a syllable-based code aligned
on key phonemic events (Ghitza, 2011; Giraud and Poeppel,
2012). Critically, this model predicts that speech decoding is
compromised if theta activity fails to track speech modulations
(Ahissar et al., 2001; Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Ghitza, 2012) and to
shape gamma activity (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012). Accordingly,
reduced reactivity to voice modulations in autism (Gervais et al.,
2004; Abrams et al., 2013) suggests a speech tracking dysfunc-
tion reﬂected in auditory theta activity. A consequence of this
anomaly would be reduced down-regulation of gamma by theta
activity, and less accurate speech parsing and encoding. Here we
test the processing of speech by participants with autism and con-
trols by recording concurrent EEG and fMRI data while they
viewed an engaging documentary ﬁlm.
Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirty-one subjects (adults and adolescents) participated in a
combined EEG/fMRI study. Fifteen of these were identiﬁed as
presenting with primary autism disorder with language impair-
ments, diagnosed according to DSM-IV criteria, and further con-
ﬁrmedwith the AutismDiagnostic Interview-Revised (Lord et al.,
1994).We excluded subjects with infectious, metabolic, neurolog-
ical, or genetic diseases, abnormal hearing levels, and those who
were unable to stay conﬁned and still in theMRI scanner. All sub-
jects and their legal representative(s) provided written informed
consent for participation in the study, which was approved by
the local ethics committee (Biomedical Inserm protocol C08-39).
We collected IQ measures (short form of the WAIS-III scale,
Weschler, 2000) in all subjects, and autism-spectrum quotients
(AQs, Baron-Cohen et al., 2001) and the verbal component of
the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised in all but three (one
deeply dysphasic, one moderately dysphasic, and one for whom
the parents did not give consent to the tests). The two ASD sub-
jects with expressive diﬃculties were not taken into account in
the statistics involving clinical data. These subjects are shown on
the related ﬁgures, in order for readers to assess their relation to
the group. Psychometric data are summarized in Table 1. Because
we focused on low-level properties of auditory cortex as a possible
basic sensory dysfunction in autism, we did not restrict our obser-
vations to the high IQ subpopulation with autism (Asperger) or
to any speciﬁc autism subproﬁle.
Experimental Procedure
We explored auditory cortical processing during a passive, nat-
uralistic task with a relatively low cognitive demand while both
EEG and fMRI were being concurrently recorded. Subjects
viewed a TV program for youth, selected to engage the interest of
participants with ASD. The program was an audio-visual scien-
tiﬁc documentary about the dangers of the sun on seashores (see
TABLE 1 | Psychometric data.
Group Age IQ AQ ADIb ADInvc ADIvc ADId Total ADI
ASD 20 50 Profoundly
dysphasic
16 12 – 7 35
ASD 27 90 – 24 11 17 8 43
ASD 20 82 Moderately
dysphasic
13 7 – 6 26
ASD 22 79 26 20 11 15 2 33
ASD 19 110 28 23 11 17 4 38
ASD 17 66 28 28 11 17 5 44
ASD 15 80 21 17 5 12 8 30
ASD 17 124 33 22 14 21 11 47
ASD 15 35 26 23 5 16 10 38
ASD 16 85 43 20 14 23 3 37
ASD 17 120 21 25 17 22 2 44
ASD 40 75 32 36 14 21 7 57
ASD 17 91 27 25 14 18 5 44
Control 20 106 19
Control 27 97 20
Control 19 97 13
Control 23 102 14
Control 16 114 12
Control 20 105 6
Control 17 112 12
Control 18 123 9
Control 17 92 11
Control 38 94 7
Control 20 97 14
Control 40 95 10
Control 16 127 9
ADI, Autism Diagnostic Interview; ADIb, stereotyped behavioral component of
the Autism Diagnostic Interview; ADInvc, non verbal component of the Autism
Diagnostic Interview; ADIvc, verbal component of the Autism Diagnostic Interview;
ADId, social component of the Autism Diagnostic Interview; AQ, Autism-Spectrum
Quotient; IQ, intellectual quotient.
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Movie S1), featuring three diﬀerent speakers (two males) who
made scientiﬁc demonstrations while talking to the audience, and
occasionally to each other. Participants were asked to rest with
eyes closed (movie oﬀ), or to watch the movie, in alternation, for
short periods of 5 min, over three sessions (sessions one and two:
5 min of movie followed by 5 min of rest, and session three: 5 min
of rest). To minimize the inﬂuence of the movie on the follow-
ing resting state period we only analyzed the last 4.5 min of rest.
The subjects were instructed to attentivelywatch the program and
were informed that they would have to give a brief report about
its content after the MRI sessions. They were also instructed to
refrain from moving or falling asleep during the resting peri-
ods. Attention was controlled using EEGmonitoring of the alpha
rhythms and in some subjects by eye tracking. We also used EEG
to track movement artifacts, and excluded three of the 31 sub-
jects who exhibited more than onemovement artifact per minute.
We had to exclude two other subjects due to technical prob-
lems during the recordings (malfunction of the sound system
and of the ampliﬁer). The remaining 26 participants were com-
prised of 13 subjects with autism (mean age= 20.67± 6.77 years,
mean IQ = 83.61 ± 25.27) and 13 control participants (mean
age = 22.92 ± 8.14, mean IQ = 104 ± 11.28) matched for age
and not for IQ (Table 1). This sample size remains theoretically
suﬃcient to detect medium to large eﬀect sizes (Friston, 2012).
At the end of the scanning sessions, subjects were asked to
report what the TV program was about and what the speak-
ers’ names were. All participants except for two subjects with
autism (the two subjects with dysphasia) correctly reported that
the movie was about the dangers of sun exposure, and correctly
provided the names of the main speakers. The two subjects who
did not provide satisfactory answers were excluded from analyses
involving clinical variables, and were included in the neuro-
physiological analyses only after veriﬁcation that they were not
outliers [Grubbs’ test for the theta and gamma parameter esti-
mate variables, theta: mean = 0.017, SD = 0.035, G(0.05) < 2.84;
gamma: mean = −0.0017, SD = 0,109, G(0.05) < 2.84]. The
neurophysiological eﬀects were then related to clinical vari-
ables (AQ, ADI verbal communication component), while the
non-verbal communication component served as a control
variable.
MRI and EEG Acquisition and Preprocessing
Six hundred eighty echoplanar fMRI image volumes (Tim-Trio;
Siemens, 40 transverse slices, voxel size= 3mm× 3mm× 3mm;
repetition time = 2,000 ms; echo time = 50 ms; ﬁeld of
view = 192) were acquired during the ﬁrst two sessions, and 310
image volumes during the third one. Continuous EEG was simul-
taneously recorded with a 5 kHz sampling rate from 12 scalp sites
(Easycap electrode cap, International 10–20 system: F3, F4, C3,
C4, T7, T8, P3, P4, O1, O2, reference in Cz, Ground in AFz) using
MR compatible ampliﬁers (BrainAmp MR and Brain Vision
Recorder software; Brainproducts). One additional electrode for
the electrocardiogram was placed under the left shoulder blade.
Impedances were kept under 10 k, and EEG was time-locked
with the scanner clock, which further reduced artifacts and
resulted in higher EEG quality in the gamma band. A 7-min
anatomical T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid acquisi-
tion gradient echo sequence (176 slices, ﬁeld of view = 256, voxel
size = 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm) was acquired at the end of
scanning.
We used statistical parametric mapping (SPM8; Wellcome
Department of Imaging Neuroscience, UK1) for fMRI stan-
dard preprocessing (realignment, coregistration with struc-
tural images, segmentation, and normalization in the Montreal
Neurological Institute stereotactic space). The images were
spatially smoothed using a 10-mm full-width half-maximum
isotropic Gaussian kernel. Gradient and pulse artifacts were ﬁrst
detected and then marked using in-house software2 that corre-
lated the data with automatically (for gradient) or manually (for
pulse) deﬁned templates. Artifacts were corrected using PCA,
using FASST v1110173 for gradient artifacts, and EEGLab v0.94
for pulse artifacts. We excluded F3 and F4 from the analyses, as
this pair of electrodes mostly captures the frontal eye ﬁeld (Amiez
and Petrides, 2009). Data were subsequently down-sampled to
250 Hz and re-referenced to a common average reference. The
original reference electrode was recalculated as FCz, resulting in
a total of 13 cortical electrodes. For each subject, periods with
head movement artifacts were detected by visual inspection, and
excluded as described in the EEG informed-fMRI section.
Analyses of the fMRI Dataset
We ﬁrst analyzed the fMRI data set alone, using a general lin-
ear model (GLM) implemented in SPM8. We initially assessed
whole brain activity at the single-subject level. The Gaussian dis-
tribution of the data allowed us to perform parametric tests. We
included motion parameters and their ﬁrst and second deriva-
tives, the averaged signal of three separate brain compartments
(white-matter, gray-matter, and CSF), and all out-of-brain voxels
as nuisance covariates. In a second step, we selectively explored
speech-related cortical responses by modeling the acoustic enve-
lope of the speech part of the audiovisual sequence in the statis-
tical analysis. The speech envelope was obtained by calculating
the Hilbert transform of the stimuli and then ﬁltering the mag-
nitude of the result with a passband of 2–30 Hz. We veriﬁed for
outliers showing task-related motion artifacts5, and further mini-
mized spurious eﬀects of headmotion (Chase, 2014) by modeling
head motion parameters and their ﬁrst and second derivatives as
covariates of no interest.
Contrast images (movie/rest) were created for each subject
and entered into a second level analysis in which IQ was used as
a nuisance variable (covariate). As the variance between the two
groups was unequal, group diﬀerences between subjects with and
without autism were assessed using 2-tailed two-sample t-tests
for each condition. Each group comparison was masked by the
relevant main eﬀect of group. Due to a priori predictions of
ﬁndings within Heschl’s gyrus, we performed small volume cor-
rections (SVCs) on the results within this region. The SVC was
1www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk
2wiki.cenir.org/doku.php/datahandler
3www.monteﬁore.ulg.ac.be/∼phillips/FASST.html
4sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab
5http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/human-brain-project/artrepair-software.html
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done using an independently deﬁned region of interest, anatom-
ically deﬁned with the aal atlas (implemented in xjview6). False
positives in auditory cortex were further eliminated using an
extend threshold >30 voxels for all analyses. For display pur-
poses, we showwhole-brain uncorrected statistics. All brainmaps
are displayed using MRIcron software7.
EEG-Informed fMRI
In a second step, we used combined fMRI and EEG to measure
power ﬂuctuations of rhythmic cortical activity and its topog-
raphy in subjects with and without autism spectrum disorder.
We used this approach to localize regions where blood oxygen-
level dependent (BOLD) ﬂuctuations systematically covary with
EEG power ﬂuctuations (Laufs et al., 2006; Giraud et al., 2007;
Morillon et al., 2010). While the BOLD eﬀect reﬂects overall
synaptic activity (Logothetis, 2010), cortical oscillations – and in
particular theta and gamma oscillations, as recorded with EEG,
primarily denote activity involving pyramidal cells (Buzsáki et al.,
2012). By combining the two recording techniques we determine
the fraction of the BOLD eﬀect that is linked to pyramidal cell
activity, at theta and gamma rhythms, which are hypothesized
to underpin speech parsing and syllable encoding (Giraud and
Poeppel, 2012).
We used EEG power ﬂuctuations in speciﬁc frequency bands
of interest (averaged for theta over 4–7 Hz, and for low gamma
over 30–40 Hz) to inform the fMRI analysis using a GLM.
We performed time-frequency (TF) analyses on the EEG signal
using a Morlet wavelets approach (Fieldtrip8). The TF struc-
ture of signals was computed at each channel for frequencies
from 1 to 70 Hz, with a frequency step of 1 Hz and a time
step of 0.1 s. The power time course of each channel and
each frequency was converted to Z-scores after replacing val-
ues of previously detected periods of movement by NaNs (Not
a Number). We removed further residual artifacts by also reject-
ing Z-values above 4. The transformed signal was then averaged
over channels, Z-transformed a second time and NaNs were
replaced by zeros. Finally, we averaged the transformed sig-
nal across frequencies and channels (but F3 and F4), and we
used this signal in the subsequent EEG/fMRI analyses. This
procedure is state-of-the-art and prevents the issue of having
to make source inferences prior to the correlation with fMRI
(Laufs et al., 2006). The log-transformed data were normally
distributed, which allowed us to use standard parametric sta-
tistical tests (for example, paired t-tests and Pearson’s correla-
tions).
As both the theta- and gamma-informed MRI models showed
signiﬁcant eﬀects in left auditory cortex duringmovie viewing, we
assessed gamma and theta oscillations engagement during movie
viewing (rest vs.movie) in each group in this region.We extracted
the parameter estimates for each subject and each condition from
the two regions where there were signiﬁcant group eﬀects at rest,
and ran a two-way ANOVA (group × condition) for each model
(theta and gamma).
6http://www.alivelearn.net/xjview8/
7www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricron
8http://ﬁeldtrip.fcdonders.nl/
fMRI-Informed EEG (Partial Correlations)
The previous analysis required that we specify frequency bands
of interests. To establish the frequency speciﬁcity of the eﬀects
found with EEG-informed fMRI for the gamma and theta bands,
we explored EEG-BOLD coupling across the whole EEG spec-
trum in the left auditory region that wasmore activated in control
than ASD subjects during the movie in the fMRI-only analysis.
We also explored this coupling in the left visual region that was
over-activated during the movie (fusiform gyrus) as a control for
the speciﬁcity of auditory eﬀects.
For both these regions, we correlated the BOLD time course
with EEG power ﬂuctuations across the 1–70 Hz spectrum
[resulting from the TF analyses and convolved with the hemo-
dynamic response function (HRF) after concatenation of the
three-rest or two-movie sessions]. We modeled head-motion
parameters, their derivatives, the averaged signal of white-matter,
gray-matter and CSF and out-of-brain voxels as covariates of no
interest. Resulting correlation values were Fisher Z-transformed,
and standard statistics were performed on a near Gaussian popu-
lation.
Correlation of Neurophysiological and
Clinical Variables
We assessed the covariation of theta and gamma informed-BOLD
responses in the left auditory cortex (and in the right audi-
tory cortex as a control), where we detected a group diﬀerence
in both theta and gamma models. We tested for a dependence
of gamma and theta activity in each group using the Pearson’s
correlation test. For each hemisphere, we then performed a uni-
variate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with gamma-BOLD
parameter estimates as the dependent factor and theta-BOLD
parameter estimates as covariates (as we assume gamma activity
to be controlled by theta activity). We used the theta × gamma
interaction term to test for correlations (Pearson’s correlation
test) with clinical variables (AQ, Baron-Cohen et al., 2001, the
verbal component of the ADI-R and the non-verbal communica-
tion component of the ADI-R). Finally we addressed whether the
relation between the theta–gamma interaction variable and the
AQ was diﬀerent between groups, using an ANCOVA with AQ
as the dependent factor and theta-gamma variable as a covari-
ate. All analyses were carried out with SPSS (IBM Corp. Released
2011. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 18.0., Armonk,
NY, USA).
Oscillation-Based Connectivity Analyses
Finally, we explored oscillation-based connectivity (Morillon
et al., 2010) within the language network in each hemisphere. The
underlying assumption is that the broad-spectrum oscillatory
pattern at rest in one region determines the oscillatory pattern
during movie viewing in another region only if the two regions
interact functionally by exchanging information in speciﬁc fre-
quency bands (Fries, 2009; Morillon et al., 2010). We assessed
the degree of similarity of EEG power-BOLD broad-spectrum
between rest andmovie across nine cortical language regions. The
primary motor regions (BA4a and BA4p), the planum temporale
(Wernicke’s region: Te3), the ventral prefrontal cortex (Broca’s
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region: BA44 and BA45), and the rostral inferior parietal cor-
tex BA40 (merged PFop, PFt, PF, PFm, and PFcm) were spatially
deﬁned using probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps using the SPM
anatomy toolbox v.1.6. To delineate auditory regions, including
Heschl’s gyrus (BA41/BA42), the middle temporal gyrus (BA21)
and the caudal inferior parietal cortex (BA39), we used the aal
atlas implemented in xjview based on a macroscopic anatomical
parcellation of the MNI MRI Single-Subject Brain6.
Pearson’s correlations across the nine regions were computed
between rest and movie conditions, from the EEG-BOLD par-
tial correlation values (1–70 Hz) obtained for each region and
subject [see fMRI-Informed EEG (Partial Correlations)]. We
obtained two matrices (one per group) consisting of one cor-
relation value per region and subject, reﬂecting the spectrum
similarity between conditions. Statistical signiﬁcance of the cor-
relation values of eachmatrix was tested using one-sample t-tests.
The resulting two matrices of signiﬁcant (positive and nega-
tive) correlations were then compared between groups using
two-tailed two-sample t-tests (Figure 4C). We previously argued
(Morillon et al., 2010) that such a matrix may be interpreted in a
directional way, under the double assumption that (i) the oscil-
latory proﬁle observed in a given region at rest determines the
oscillatory proﬁle observed in regions that receive its input dur-
ing the movie, and (ii) the resting proﬁle in one region cannot
be explained out by the movie proﬁle in another region of the
same functional network. Signiﬁcant diﬀerences between groups
are represented in Figure 4D. This matrix can be interpreted in
a directional way, as we hypothesize that the resting state pro-
ﬁle determines lateralization of the language network during the
movie. Arrows pointing from one brain region A to another brain
region B indicate signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the EEG-BOLD
spectrum at rest in area A and the pattern in area B during movie
viewing between groups. Note that in Figure 4 the diﬀerent terri-
tories corresponding to one functional area were pooled together
to facilitate visualization (i.e., BA4, Broca). All statistical analyses
were performed usingMatlab v11b (TheMathWorks Inc., Natick,
MA, USA).
Results
We ﬁrst analyzed the fMRI data using a simple contrast of
movie vs. rest in each group. BOLD responses to the movie
occurred in visual and auditory brain areas in both groups,
yet were less pronounced in the ASD group in left supe-
rior parietal and superior temporal cortices (auditory cor-
tex, Figure 1A). Conversely, movie-related BOLD activity was
enhanced in autism relative to controls in bilateral non-primary
visual cortex and the right posterior superior temporal sulcus
(Figure 1B).
To more precisely characterize the reduced auditory cortical
response in ASD, we computed a regressor from the tempo-
ral envelope of the movie soundtrack. This regressor primarily
indexes syllable boundaries in the speakers’ discourse (Ghitza,
FIGURE 1 | (A,B) Comparison of neural activity blood oxygen-level dependent
(BOLD) in 13 subjects with autism and 13 unaffected controls, when they were
watching a scientific TV program (vs. rest). In autism, neural activity was reduced
in the left supplementary motor area and left auditory cortex (whole brain
interaction p < 0.02, uncorrected; Heschl’s gyrus, p = 0.02 FWE corrected; 54,
−19, 7 MNI coordinates), and enhanced in bilateral visual cortex (whole brain
p < 0.01 uncorrected, 3,−91,−8 MNI coordinates). (C,D) To further specify the
effect, we compared the BOLD response to the movie soundtrack envelope,
i.e., the syllabic envelope of speakers’ speech, between the two groups. In
ASD, the left auditory cortex showed reduced syllable tracking (−63, −13, 7
MNI coordinates, left Heschl’s gyrus p = 0.016 FWE corrected; p = 0.156
uncorrected in right Heschl’s gyrus, 62, −22, 7 MNI coordinates).
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2012). Critically, because there was continuous speech through-
out the movie with an alternation between oﬀ-voices and speak-
ers facing the audience, the regressor was speciﬁc to speech and
controlled for concurrent visual processing of faces. ASD partic-
ipants showed a deﬁcit in speech envelope tracking, as assessed
by the BOLD signal, in a region of auditory cortex that over-
lapped with the region showing a global response deﬁcit to the
movie (Figures 1C,D). These initial two analyses of the fMRI data
alone indicate deﬁcient auditory processing in ASD, and show
that this deﬁcit is related to atypical speech tracking at the syllabic
timescale.
A quantitative reduction in speech tracking as observed in the
fMRI data could be a consequence of the failure of slow speech
modulations to engage theta-range activity in auditory cortex
during speech stimulation (Ghitza, 2012; Peelle et al., 2013). We
therefore next addressed whether in ASD EEG anomalies in the
theta range were associated with the inability of auditory cortex to
optimally represent the soundtrack envelope. The simultaneous
EEG and fMRI recordings allowed us to explore how theta power
ﬂuctuations driven by the movie correlate with local synap-
tic activity in auditory cortex, as indexed by the BOLD signal
(Magri et al., 2012; see Materials and Methods). In both groups,
theta-BOLD coupling localized to bilateral superior temporal gyri
(Figure S1).
Stronger theta-BOLD coupling in young adults with autism
relative to controls was detected during the movie in left Heschl’s
gyrus [p = 0.03, familywise error (FWE) corrected in Heschl’s
gyrus] at the anterior border of the auditory cortex (Figure 2A,
blue). This eﬀect spatially overlapped with the envelope-tracking
deﬁcit as deﬁned using fMRI responses to the movie (Figures 1C
and 2A).We thenwent on to compare theta EEG-BOLDcoupling
at rest and during the movie, in the auditory cortex region where
there was a signiﬁcant theta EEG-BOLD eﬀect in controls during
the movie (anterior to auditory cortex). In this region subjects
with autism had enhanced resting theta-BOLD coupling relative
to controls, and theta-BOLD coupling did not increase when they
were exposed to speech (Figure 2B, top panel). In sum, unlike
in controls, theta activity was already present in auditory cor-
tex at rest and did not increase with speech stimulation. Note,
however, that we observed a non-signiﬁcant theta-BOLD cou-
pling increase at 8 Hz in subjects with ASD during the movie.
This small eﬀect was hence outside the typical 4–7 Hz theta range.
Taken together, our data indicate that subjects with autism have
abnormal theta responses to speech. As it has been established
FIGURE 2 | (A) Comparison of EEG-BOLD coupling between groups with
and without autism, in theta and low-gamma bands, during movie viewing.
Subjects with autism had enhanced theta-BOLD (blue, whole brain p < 0.01
uncorrected, −48, −1, −5 MNI coordinates; left Heschl’s gyrus, p = 0.034
FWE) and gamma-BOLD (green, left panel, p < 0.01, −54, −7, 10 MNI
coordinates; left Heschl’s gyrus p = 0.007 FWE) coupling in the left superior
temporal lobe relative to controls; subjects with ASD had enhanced
gamma-BOLD coupling (green, right panel, p < 0.05, 51, −1, 1 MNI
coordinates) in the right temporal lobe relative to controls. (B) EEG-BOLD
coupling at rest and during movie viewing in each group, within the theta (up
panel) and gamma (bottom panel) frequency bands. The regions were
sampled from the left auditory cortex, at the location where there was a
significant theta EEG-BOLD effect during the movie in controls (up panel),
and a significant decrease in gamma-BOLD coupling at rest in the ASD
group (bottom panel). (C) Left panel: in controls, gamma- and theta-BOLD
coupling in left auditory cortex were negatively related, in line with a control
of gamma by theta activity. In autism, an inverted relation suggests atypical
theta/gamma interaction. The group interaction was significant at p = 0.001;
Right panel: in the right temporal lobe, the anomaly in autism was less
pronounced and the negative correlation between theta and gamma was not
present in controls (p = 0.243). * indicates a significant difference with
p < 0.05.
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that speech intelligibility depends on the strength of theta phase-
locking to the most prominent modulations in speech (Peelle
et al., 2013) that typically occurs at 4 Hz, atypical theta engage-
ment in response to speech could be one key contributing factor
to explain anomalies of language processing in autism (Eyler
et al., 2012).
Theta activity has been argued to be important in speech
decoding (Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Henry and Obleser, 2012)
because, among other reasons, it orchestrates gamma activity and
the timing of cortical population spiking (Kayser et al., 2012).
Mechanistically, this orchestration might serve to package infor-
mation in time frames that can be read out and decoded at the
next hierarchical stage (Shamir et al., 2009; Ghitza, 2011). We
therefore, in a next step, addressed the distribution of gamma
power/BOLD correlations throughout the brain during the movie
(Figure S1). We found that gamma power/BOLD correlations
were enhanced in subjects with autism relative to controls in
bilateral auditory cortices, in particular in the left auditory cortex,
at its junction with the supramarginal region in the upper bank
of the Sylvian ﬁssure and the insula (Figure 2A, green). In these
regions, the group diﬀerence was signiﬁcant at p = 0.007 (FWE
corrected). This eﬀect overlapped with the regionwhere (i) BOLD
activity was reduced in ASD during the movie (Figure 1A),
(ii) speech envelope tracking by fMRI responses was deﬁcient
(Figures 1B and 2A), and (iii) theta-correlated BOLD signal was
atypical (Figure 2A). Controls displayed a weak gamma-BOLD
coupling at rest that only moderately increased during the movie.
This suggests that the movie induced a temporal reorganiza-
tion of gamma activity, presumably via theta activity, rather than
strong power variations (Benchenane et al., 2010; Kayser et al.,
2012). By contrast, subjects with autism showed a marked nega-
tive gamma-BOLD coupling at rest and a stronger than normal
positive gamma-BOLD coupling during the movie (Figure 2B,
bottom panel, group × condition interaction p = 0.024), con-
ﬁrming abnormal gamma generation (Edgar et al., 2013) and
reactivity to sound modulations.
To ascertain the speciﬁcity of these eﬀects for the theta and
gamma bands, we explored EEG-BOLD coupling across the full
recorded EEG spectrum, focusing principally on the left audi-
tory region that was more activated in control than ASD subjects
during movie viewing. We observed signiﬁcantly enhanced EEG-
BOLD coupling in autism during movie viewing between 25 and
35 Hz (Figure S2, left panel), i.e., in a range previously related to
phonemic processing by auditory cortex (Lehongre et al., 2011).
As an additional control for the auditory speciﬁcity of theta
and gamma eﬀects, we computed correlations between whole
spectrum EEG and BOLD signal in the left visual region that
was over-activated during the movie (fusiform gyrus, Figure 1).
In this occipital region, we observed a non-signiﬁcant reduc-
tion in gamma-BOLD correlations in ASD relative to controls
(Figure S2, right panel). This control oﬀers qualitative support
to recent studies showing that gamma activity is reduced in
ASD relative to controls in response to faces (Khan et al., 2013).
Importantly, such data show that synaptic activity as indexed by
the BOLD signal does not systematically translate into strong
oscillatory eﬀects (Logothetis, 2010), such as those we observe in
the left auditory cortex.
Critically, as our speech processing model assumes that the
modulation of gamma activity by theta activity is essential to
speech comprehension (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012), we explored
how theta and gamma power ﬂuctuations covaried during movie
viewing, in Heschl’s gyrus. Because scanner noise and motion
artifacts more strongly aﬀected phase than power signals, we
could not directly assess theta/gamma phase-amplitude coupling.
Instead we approximated theta-gamma power relationship by
regressing the gamma-BOLDparameter estimates onto the theta-
BOLD ones. We observed a negative relationship in controls in
left auditory cortex [r(13) = −0.58, p = 0.037, Figure 2C, left],
conﬁrming a functional dependency between theta and gamma
under physiological conditions, compatible with gamma activity
being down-regulated by theta activity. In autism this depen-
dency was reversed [r(13) = 0.7; p = 0.006, group × frequency-
range interaction signiﬁcant at F(1,22) = 15.767; p = 0.001],
suggesting atypical coordination between gamma and theta activ-
ity, presumably in relation to an absence of down-regulation. The
group interaction was not signiﬁcant in the right temporal cortex
[F(1,22) = 0.872; p = 0.361] where controls showed no theta-
gamma dependency (Figure 2C, right), in line with the speciﬁcity
of left auditory cortex for speech processing (Gross et al., 2013).
We next investigated the relation between the severity of
autism clinical symptoms and the observed anomalies of oscil-
latory responses to speech in auditory cortex. We constructed
a neurophysiological variable that combined theta and gamma
activity. Because theta and gamma variables were not inde-
pendent, we excluded a linear combination of gamma and
theta parameter estimates (theta + gamma + theta × gamma),
but correlated the behavioral data with the interaction term
(theta × gamma), which is sensitive to the sign of the correla-
tion. This composite variable predicted subjects’ verbal scores on
the ADI test [r(11) = 0.746; p = 0.008], but only weakly corre-
lated with non-verbal scores in the ASD group (Figures 3A,B).
This observation is consistent with the view that the absence of a
canonical theta-gamma dependency is speciﬁcally related to lan-
guage diﬃculties. Note that no such eﬀects were present in right
auditory cortex (group × hemisphere interaction p < 0.001).
Interestingly, the theta × gamma variable also predicted the AQ
across groups [r(23) = 0.68, p = 0.000, Figure 3C], reﬂect-
ing the large and signiﬁcant group diﬀerence in theta/gamma
coupling (Figure 3D). Most importantly, the neurophysiolog-
ical index of theta-gamma dependency was strongly tied to
the autism symptoms; within the ASD group the correlation
attained r(10) = 0.924; p = 0.000, with a group interaction of
F(1,19) = 10.135; p = 0.005.
Finally, we assessed how the oscillatory spectral proﬁles and
theta-gamma relationship observed at rest in left auditory cortex
related to eﬀects in the distributed language network during the
movie. We computed EEG (1–70 Hz)-BOLD coupling from nine
language regions of the left hemisphere during rest and movie
viewing and correlated it across the two conditions (Figure 4).
We interpret these ﬁndings as directional oscillation-based con-
nectivity, under the hypothesis that EEG-BOLD coupling at
rest predicts EEG-BOLD coupling during movie viewing (see
Materials and Methods and Morillon et al., 2010). The notion
of connectivity is based on the capacity of one region to inherit,
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FIGURE 3 | Relationship between theta/gamma-BOLD interaction term,
and clinical data: the neurophysiological theta × gamma variable
predicts the verbal component of ADI (A), but not the non-verbal
communication component (B). Colored dots indicate the predicted ADI
score of the dysphasic subjects: the blue one was deeply dysphasic and the
red one was moderately dysphasic; note the high ADI predicted score of the
non-verbal one. The theta × gamma variable closely predicts autism severity
assessed by autism spectrum quotients (AQs) in the affected group, and
autism traits across groups, but not within the control group (C). There is a
significant group interaction (p = 0.005) confirming a non-linear shift in the
dependency between autism traits and auditory theta/gamma coupling when
moving to AQ scores associated with ASD. (D) Theta × gamma parameter
significantly distinguishes the two groups (Spearman t-test, p = 0.01). Error
bars represent SEM. ** indicates a significant difference with p < 0.01.
during the movie part of the experiment, the oscillatory proﬁle
observed at rest in another region. Using this approach, we
observed that left auditory cortex was more weakly coupled to
Broca’s area (BA 44/45), BA39 and 40, and the premotor cortex
in ASD than in controls. This pattern suggests that the propaga-
tion of the broad-spectrum oscillatory proﬁle in auditory cortex
to key regions of the language network was reduced in subjects
with autism relative to controls (Figure 4). Importantly, there
was reduced connectivity from A1 (BA41/BA42) to Broca’s area
and motor cortex, but not from Broca’s area and motor cortex
to A1, indicating that the anomaly is likely primarily auditory.
Because the oscillatory proﬁle determines the time constants with
which speech is segmented, and the neural code presented to
higher order language brain regions due to temporally spike reor-
ganization, functional isolation of auditory cortex should strongly
impair on-line speech decoding.
Discussion
The current ﬁndings show severe anomalies of auditory cor-
tical activity at rest and in response to speech in subjects
with ASD, aﬀecting conjointly the theta and the low-gamma
frequency bands. Cortical oscillations arise from excitatory–
inhibitory interactions within and across speciﬁc cortical lam-
inae (Cannon et al., 2014), and auditory oscillation anomalies
represent a plausible functional counterpart to the structural dis-
organization of language cortices and the disruption of cortical
inhibition previously shown in ASD (Rojas et al., 2013). When
subjects with ASD engaged in natural activities that do not place
speciﬁc emphasis on social functions, their left speech process-
ing regions manifested a primary deﬁcit. In ASD, the auditory
cortex reacted less to speech syllabic modulations, which were
also weakly tracked by theta oscillations. Such an anomaly could
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FIGURE 4 | Oscillation-based functional disconnection of auditory
cortex in autism. (A,B) We quantified how the oscillatory spectrum in auditory
cortex at rest propagated to the other regions of the left lateralized language
network during the movie, in controls (A) and in ASD subjects (B). We used
Pearson’s correlation matrices of the EEG-BOLD correlations over the whole
spectrum (1–70 Hz) across nine regions of the language system. The results are
directional under the non-reciprocal assumption that the resting oscillatory
profile is a determinant of the oscillatory profile during the movie. (C) Similarity
matrices were compared between groups and statistics are reported at
p < 0.05. (D) Statistics are reported on a brain template; they show that the
primary auditory cortex (BA41/42) has reduced connectivity with Brodmann
Areas 44, 45, 40, 39, and the premotor cortex relative to controls.
have severe functional consequences on speech perception, since
disrupted theta tracking of speech modulations results in less eﬃ-
cient syllable encoding and reduced intelligibility (Ahissar et al.,
2001; Henry and Obleser, 2012; Peelle et al., 2013; Doelling et al.,
2014). From a theoretical perspective, intelligibility diﬃculties
could occur because atypical theta tracking compromises syllable
parsing, a process by which theta oscillations locked on syllable
onsets determine syllable-based windows of integration, and tem-
porally organize the neural activity that is passed to higher hier-
archical processing levels (Ghitza, 2011). The current results are
consistent with recent ﬁndings showing enlarged temporal win-
dows of integration in audio-visual speech in autism (Stevenson
et al., 2014b). In control subjects, there is a 250–300 ms tolerance
to audio and visual asynchrony in speech, suggesting that visual
and sound tracks could be integrated via a theta-based mecha-
nism (Luo et al., 2010). In subjects with autism, the sensitivity
to audio-visual speech asynchrony is dramatically blurred, with
temporal windows of integration reaching up to 1 s (Stevenson
et al., 2014b). These observations converge with ours to suggest a
severe disruption of theta-based speech integration mechanisms
in autism.
Our data further show that speech-driven theta and gamma
neural oscillations lack the typical physiological coordination.
Unlike in controls, there was no sign of down-regulation of
gamma by theta activity during speech processing in ASD, but
rather an opposite dependency such that gamma and theta-
BOLD coupling jointly increased out of physiological ranges.
According to recent oscillation-based models of speech pro-
cessing (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012), dysfunctional theta/gamma
coordination should disrupt the alignment of neuronal excitabil-
ity with syllabic onset, and compromise speech decoding. The
observation that theta/gamma balance was not merely disrupted
in ASD but reversed relative to controls could signal pathological
wiring patterns within/across cortical microcircuits in autism.
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We also found that the atypical interaction between theta and
gamma responses to speech strongly correlated with clinical vari-
ables. The oscillatory anomalies matched not only the verbal
impairment, but more broadly the severity of autism symptoms.
These ﬁndings underscore the central place of sensory anomalies
in ASD (Marco et al., 2011) and open up a possibility to con-
sider sensory disturbances in relation to the complex spectrum of
cognitive symptoms. By reducing the ability to temporally orga-
nize speech information, altered coordinated neural activity in
auditory cortex and disrupted oscillation-based connectivity with
Broca’s area and motor cortex likely compromise the ability of
ASD subjects to respond appropriately to speech signals and to
interact with their peers. As illustrated by the increased preva-
lence of the autism phenotype in children with profound hear-
ing loss (Snowling et al., 2003), auditory-based communication
appears of crucial importance for normal cognitive development,
and dysfunctional auditory processing could contribute to the
social isolation of subjects with autism.
On the other hand, dysfunctional speech-related neural pro-
cessing in the autistic brain might also denote a deﬁciency of
oscillation coordination, based on temporal integration deﬁcits,
that reaches beyond the auditory modality. Given the broad
spectrum of sensory and cognitive symptoms in autism, anoma-
lies of oscillatory entrainment and coupling may be more
pervasive than currently appreciated. Adjudicating between a
primary auditory deﬁcit and a generic deﬁcit of oscillatory
function in autism (Dinstein et al., 2011) would require in-
depth investigations of oscillatory brain responses in other
functional domains besides speech processing. In our present
study, some preliminary evidence in favor of a primary impair-
ment of auditory integration may come from the observa-
tion that abnormal synaptic activity levels (fMRI) and oscilla-
tion anomalies co-occurred in auditory cortex, but were dis-
sociated in visual regions. This observation could indicate
a compensatory role of visual processing in autism during
speech perception, as supported by the observation that sub-
jects with ASD extensively explore the mouth region in face-
to-face situations (Klin et al., 2002), and use speciﬁc attention
modes to enhanced local visual processing (Schwarzkopf et al.,
2014).
Although the current ﬁndings point to a primary dysfunc-
tion of oscillatory activity resulting in a speech-tracking deﬁcit,
this study, unsurprisingly, has some important limitations. First,
given that we had to select subjects who could stay conﬁned
in an MRI scanner with the EEG equipment, our ASD sample
is relatively small, which necessarily limits the generalizabil-
ity of the ﬁndings. A second limitation might be seen in the
fact that the two groups of subjects were not matched for IQ
as is usually the case in cognitive studies of autism. However,
because our hypotheses focused on low-level automatic audi-
tory tracking by auditory cortex, we chose to include all lev-
els of autism, and IQs, only excluding subjects with Asperger
syndrome. Our aim here was to work with a sample represen-
tative of the diversity of the autism population, which implies
IQ and speech proﬁciency diﬀerences with the control group.
However, by correcting the statistics for IQ we ﬁnally report
group eﬀects that are not primarily explained by this factor.
That the results were conﬁned to auditory cortices indicate
that this strategy was useful. The broad spectrum of autism
severity used here also provided a good sensitivity in correla-
tion analyses, and even the dysphasic ASD subjects were not
detected as outliers (Figures 2 and 3). A third potential con-
found when comparing groups lies in head motion, which is
invoked as a strong bias in neuroimaging ﬁndings (Pelphrey
and Deen, 2012). Thanks to EEG recordings, we most likely cir-
cumvented this potentially serious issue by excluding subjects
and recording periods showing motion artifacts, and we further
corrected for head motion parameters in the statistics after ver-
ifying that there was no residual outlier for motion. Combining
EEG with fMRI makes it unlikely that artifacts of dual origin
are reﬂected in a diﬀerential activity precisely in auditory cor-
tices. Finally, although we used EEG to check that subjects were
not asleep during the experiment, we cannot ensure that sub-
jects with and without autism maintained comparable levels of
auditory attention. There is even reason to believe that – if
our hypothesis that subjects with autism have reduced ability to
follow speech signals due to oscillatory dysfunction is correct
– there should be detrimental consequences for implementing
auditory attentional control. It has been shown that auditory
attention acts by phase resetting slow oscillations (Kayser, 2009;
Zion Golumbic et al., 2013), which in turn enhances the con-
trol of gamma by theta oscillations (Sauseng et al., 2008). From a
neurophysiological perspective, one can therefore expect speech
tracking and attentional mechanisms to be inherently inter-
twined.
The current ﬁndings support a model that relates the coor-
dination of cortical oscillations to temporal integration of the
sensory input. The data could be useful for understanding the
exact pathogenetic mechanisms of abnormal sensory reactiv-
ity in autism. Whether restricted to the auditory modality or
more widespread, the lack of coordination across slow (theta)
and fast (gamma) oscillations suggests a deﬁcit in informa-
tion integration at two timescales that could also have impor-
tant consequences on the ability to manipulate mental rep-
resentations of diﬀerent orders, here phonemes and syllables.
The present study should be considered as a ﬁrst attempt
at understanding whether speech related oscillatory activity
was impaired in autism, and is expected to be followed by
others that should clarify the relationship between pheno-
type and neurophysiology, using detailed evaluation of lin-
guistic skills. Finally, speech reception disturbances in ASD
could constitute an interesting possible entry point to clini-
cal handling, as oscillatory activity can be focally modulated,
e.g., by neuro-feedback or non-invasive transcranial stimulation
(Engelhard et al., 2013).
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Figure S1 | Whole brain topography of theta-BOLD (top) and
low-gamma-BOLD (bottom) effects in controls (left) and subjects with
autism during the movie (whole brain, p < 0.01 uncorrected; whole brain,
p < 0.005 uncorrected; left Heschl’s gyrus p < 0.05 FWE
corrected).
Figure S2 | (A) Neural activity (fMRI only, top panels) in subjects with autism (right)
and controls (left) during audio-visual presentation of the documentary (p < 0.05,
corrected). (B) Partial correlations between the EEG power spectrum (1–70 Hz)
and fMRI data at the left hemispheric locations where we found reduced (auditory
cortex) and enhanced (visual cortex) neural activity. Note that, unlike the effect in
left auditory cortex, the effect in the right posterior superior temporal sulcus is not
explained by differences in EEG-BOLD correlations.
Movie S1: Video 1.
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